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   ENGLISH- I-  Model-1 
SSLC -JANUARY -2016 - ENGLISH I 
Time:2½hours   Marks:100 
SECTI   ON – I (VOCABULARY : 20 MARKS) 

            PART - I 

1. Choose the appropriate Synonyms 5X1=5 
In addition to that, you owe a duty to the rulers, the 
government which is the supreme (i) authority over us 
all. Students with their generous mind and 
unsophisticated (ii) hearts naturally fall an easy prey 
(iii) to stirring up emotion. But that very circumstances 
unfits (iv) them in some instances to exercise 
independent (v) judgment on current affairs. 
i) a) greatest b) best c) first d) finest 
ii) a)sophisticated b)simple c)accommodated d)facilitated 

iii) a) clash b) involvement c) commitment d) victim 
iv) a) relevant b) dose not suit c) related d) capable 
v) a) wild b) dependent c) free d) relaxed 

2. Choose the appropriate antonyms 5x1=5 
An immense (i) crowd gathered at the MCC stadium. 
The spectators were eager to capture (ii) the first 
glimpse of the fastest (iii) bowler Shoib Akhtar in 
action. Sachin Tendulkar faced the balls in a brave (iv) 
manner and helped India win the match. Sachin indeed 
is an indispensable (v) player for India. 
(i) a) small b) great c) enough d)immediate 
(ii) a) call b) release c)attack d)fight 
(iii) a) cruellest b) biggest c) heaviest d)slowest 
(iv) a) bold b) slow c) timed d) weak 
(v) a) important b) inessential c)avoidable d)exposed 

II. Answer any ten of the following:10x1=10 
3. The common expansion of SSC is ………… 

a. State Subordinate Commission 

b. Staff Selection Commission 

c. State school Certificate  

d. School System Common 

4. Choose the sentence that is correct in meaning. 
    a) A male child was born to her. 

    b. A mail child born to her. 

5. Replace the underlined word with its American word. 
        Give the American spelling for 'visualise’ 

6. Which can be placed before  coming 

a. Road  b. car c.  wind   d. in 

7. What is the plural for b photo? 
b. Photos  b. photo  c. fotos 

8.  Use the suffix --ous to the appropriate word. 

    a) book   b) danger  c) clever  d) populour 
9.Replace with phrasal verbs given below. 
  Students should have a friendiy relationship with 
their peers. 
       a) get off b) get on c) get up d) get in 
10. Separate the syllable of any one of the following 
         a) teacher  b) astronomy c) student 
11.Choose the appropriate word to fill the dash. 
As the car passed, it ---------- the rain water. 
            a) shook b) spattered 
12.Construct a sentence using one of the words given. 
          a) popular b) popularly c) popularity 
13. Reframe using the underlined word as a verb:  

Karthick has made a wise selection. 

14.Which of the two sentences conveys same meaning. 
  We will always remember those happy days. 

a) Will we forever remember those happy days  ? 
b) Will we ever forger those happy days? 

SECTION – II (GRAMMAR: 25 MARKS) 
PART – I Answer all the following.10x1=10 
15.Which of the options will suit to fill the sentence? 

If I won a lottery,………. 
a) I will buy a BMW car  
b) I would buy a BMW car 
c) I would have bought a BMW car. 
16.Identify the pattern of the following 
sentence 
His father gave him his school bag. 
a) SVOC b) SVIODO c)SVOA 
17.Choose the correct question tag. 
I’m not late,……? a) are'n’t? b) am’I c) have’I? 
18. Complete the sentence 
Very few toys in this shop are …….. as this one. 
a) more expensive b) as expensive  c)most expensive 

19. Choose the sentence which conveys same 
meaning. 
Seldom do buses stop here 
a) Buses do stop here often  
b) Buses never stop here 
c) Buses do not stop here often. 
20. Complete with the correct prepositional 
phrase. 
……. the rains, the teams continued to play the 
match. 
a) On account of b) In the event of c) Inspire of 
21.Choose the correct verb form to complete 
        I enjoy ……. stories for children. 
             a) write b) to write c) writing 
22. Choose the correct phrase to complete the 
sentence. 
The principal wanted to discuss …... with the 
teachers. 
 a) on the matter b) about the matter c) the 
matter 
23.Choose the appropriate preposition to 
complete. 
Every child jumps with joy at the sight ---------elephant 

a) an b) a c) the 
24.Choose the appropriate article to complete. 
My Uncle will visit me ………. may. 
a) at b) in c) on 
II. Answer all. Rewrite as directed. 5x2=10 
25.Combine the two sentences into a single 
sentence 
Maran is very tired. He cannot finish the work. 
26.Rewrite the sentence in the other voice. 
Children enjoy cartoon serials very much and 
they watch these programmes for a long time. 
27.Rewrite the sentence in the indirect Speech 
The teacher asked me whether I was going to 
join the Medical course or the Engineering 
course. 
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28.Rewrite the sentence using if clause. 
The bus breaks down.  
I won’t be able to attend the class. 
29.Read and write a sentence using any one of the 
degrees. 
Neethu’s ribbon is 10cm long.  
Neela’s ribbon is 12cm long. 
Nirmala’s ribbon is 13 cm long. 
 Nirupama’s ribbon is 9cm long. 
Nivetha’s ribbon is 15cm long. 
                 PART – III  
30. Punctuate the following sentence: 5 
Oh For this I get two thousand pounds. 

  SECTION – III (PROSE:15MARKS) 
PART – I Answer any five of the following                                                                                                         
5x2=10 
31. Why was Hughie upset? 
32. What is the significance of art? 
33. What kind of character should you acquire  while you  are 
a student? 
34. What will be the future if the Himalayan glaciers become 
ice-free? 
35. Why is the world of domestic workers invisible ? 
36. Which is the smallest of all birds ? 
37. What did the author see at the Royal Museum. 

PART – II Answer in a paragraph (any one) 1x5=5 

38. Briefly describe the scene from the arrival 
of the water tanker till its departure?  
(OR) Describe briefly how birds migrate?  
(OR) What was the result of Hughie’s mistaking 
the baron for a beggar? 
SECTION – IV (POETRY : 20 MARKS) 
PART – I Quote from memory (any one) 
1x5=5 
39. a) Five lines of the poem- ‘Going for water.’ 
From: “But once within……… 
To: ……. a staying hand” 
b) The First five lines of the poem “The cry of the 
children” 
From: “For oh” ……… To: ….Stooping. 
PART – II Read the poetic lines and answer 5x1=5 

40.    A Geode can split to reveal.  
        A dazzling sight to view 
What do you mean by “Geode”? 
41. A child sitting under the piano in the boom of the 
tingling strings  
And pressing the small poised feet of a mother who 
smiles as she sings. 
Whom does ‘she’ refers to? 
42. If you can meet with triumph and disaster”, 
And treat those two impostors just the same.. 
Who are the two impostors? 
43. “I breed my brood where’r I will 
Whom does ‘I’ refer to? 
44. “Only bloodshot eyes betray. Deep pride, then 
reverence” 

Why are the eyes bloodshot? 
PART – III Read the poem lines and answer 5 
45. “The globe’s my world. The cloud’s my kin  
I care not where the skies begin 
I spread my wings through all the din. 

Pick out the words that rhyme in these lines. 
46. Sinews taut yet steady. 
Pick out the words in alliteration 
47. “If you can fill the unforgiving minute. 
With sixty seconds worth of distance run. 
Yours is the earth and everything that’s in it.  
And what is more you’ll be a man my son 
Bring out the rhyme scheme used in these lines. 
48. Have you noticed how some people 
May seen plain as plain can be? 
Identify the figure of speech employed here. 
49. *Like pearls and now a sliver blade. 
Choose the figure of speech used here 
a) Simile b) Oxymoron c) Personification 
PART – IV Answer in a paragraph (any one) 1x5=5 
50. Describe the various qualities of manliness? (OR) 
According to paul Holmes What is “inner beauty”.  
(OR) Describe how the shilpi gradually changes a virgin rock 
into a statue of God? 
SECTION –V (LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS: 20 MARKS) 
51. Read the passage and answer the questions: 5x2=10 
Our Earth is the only planet with a variety of plants, animals 
and the micro organisms living either in the aquatic or the 
terrestrial habitats. An environment with rich biological 
diversity is the basis for human existence. The equailibrium 
status of living and non living factors in an environment is 
known as balance in nature. It is disturbed at times due to 
natural calamities like storm, flood, pests, outbreak of diseases 
and fire. Repid population growth industrialization and 
urbanization are the causes for deforestation exploiting fauna 
and flora against eco system. The Indian Parliament has 
passed the Wild life Protection Act in 1980 to preserve and 
protect our natural wealth. 
a) Which is the basis for human existence? 
b) How is balance in naturn established? 
c) Mention some natural calamities that disturb the blanace in 
nature 
d) Which Act has been passed in our country to protect the 
forests? When was it passed? 
e) The fauna and flora are affected due to…….. 
(i) The plants of a particular environment (ii) The animals 
living in a particular area (iii) Deforestation 
52. Identify and correct the errors 5x1=5 
a) Neither the doctor nor the nurse are available 
b) The dog fell along the river. 
c) Apples are not sweet as mangoes.. 
d) Helen is junior than me. 
e) I have two brothe-in-laws. 
53. Look at the picture and answer the questions 5 
 

 
 
(a) What do you see in the picture? 
 (b) What has caused the flooding? 
 (c) Why hasn’t the flood waters drained? 
 (d) How are the children enjoying themselves? 
 (e) What would be cause of such flood waters? 
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ENGLISH -I  - Model-2 
           SSLC -JANUARY -2016 -  
Time:2½hours   Marks:100 
SECTION – I   (VOCABULARY : 20 MARKS) 

           PART - I 
1. Choose the appropriate Synonyms 5X1=5 
The beggar was a wizened(i) old man with a face like 
wrinkled parchment(ii) and a most piteous(iii) 
expression. Over his shoulders was flung a coarse(iv) 
brown cloak, all tear and tatters; his thick boots were 
patched. He held out his hands for alms(v)  
i) a) looked dried up b) speckled c) ruggish d) dirty 
ii) a) wet b) piece of paper c) wrinkled d) box 
iii)a) oppressed b) irritated c) sad d) furious 
iv) a) rough b) curled c) heavy d) torn 
v) a) sovereign b) offerings c) coppers d) hunger 
2. Choose the appropriate antonyms 5x1=5 
In ancient(i) India, the social and economic status of 
women was not very good. They were not fortunate(ii) 
enough to inherit an equal share of their ancestral 
property. The society was so narrow(iii) minded that 
it paid no heed to their needs. It imposed various 
restrictions upon women. They were given harsh(iv) 
treatment at home too. Due to this, many of them had 
to lead a miserable(v) life. 
(i) a) old b) modern c) new d) current 
(ii) a) lucky b) unfortunate c) unhappy d) foolish 
(iii) a) broad b)great c)clear d)simple 
(iv) a) good b)clever c)gentle d)rough 
(v) a) pathetic b)joyful c)chased d)obeyed 
II. Answer any ten of the following:10x1=10 
3. The common expansion of WHO is 

a) World Health Organization 

b) Wide Help Outcomes 

c) Wild Hero Orphanage 

d) Wicked House Organization       

4. Choose the sentence that is correct in meaning. 
  He wants to ----- a flat----selling his house. (by / buy) 

5. Replace the underlined word with its American word. 
Give the American word for' autumn' 

6. Which can be placed before brow 
a.Brown   b. eye  c. hair   d. thick 
7. What is the plural for ox ? 
  b. oxes b. oxen  c. oxices 
8.  Use the preffix –call to the appropriate word. 

    a) calles   b) recall c) called  d) incall 
9.Replace with phrasal verbs given below. 
  Students should have got away with their parents. 
       a) yield  b) escaped c) get up d) get in 
10. Separate the syllable of any one of the following 
         a) barely b) education  c) model 
11.Choose the appropriate word to fill the dash. 
I gave my application…………….. 

a. In black and white b. black  c. white 

12.Construct a sentence using one of the words given. 
          a) life b) live c) lively 
13. Reframe using the underlined word as a verb:  

Be courageous  to stand up for the truth.        14.Which of 
the two sentences conveys same meaning. 
  Maria hardly Works 

a) She works hard. b) she does not work at all. 

 

SECTION – II (GRAMMAR: 25 MARKS) 
PART – I Answer all the following.10x1=10 
15.Which of the options will suit to fill the sentence? 
If you waste water………. 

a. You will suffer 

b. You would  suffer 

c. You would have suffered 

16.Identify the pattern of the following sentence 
The Earth is a ball in the space. 

a) SVOA    b) SVAA   c) SVIODO     d) SVCA 

17.Choose the correct question tag. 
Children don't like sitting idle,...? 

a) do they b) don't they c) shouldn't you 

18. Complete the sentence 
I found that nobody had a handwriting………..sudha’s  

a)better than b)as good as c)as best as 

19. Choose the sentence which conveys same meaning. 
We did not find the key missing. 

a) we lost the key. b) we are sure the key is missing. 

c) We got the key. 

20. Complete with the correct prepositional phrase. 
……………..the rain, the match continued. 

a) In the event of b) In spite of c) Because of 

21.Choose the correct verb form to complete 
 ...................books is a good habit. 

a) To read b)Read -c) Reading 

22. Choose the correct phrase to complete the sentence. 
_______ the good news I was happy. 
a) for hearing b) on hearing c) of hearing 
23.Choose the appropriate preposition to complete. 
I saw ______ old man. 
a) a b) an c) the 
24.Choose the appropriate article to complete. 
Hasan is a man ____ character. 
a) off b) of c) on 
II. Answer all. Rewrite as directed. 5x2=10 
25.Combine the two sentences into a single sentence 
I should take leave. Such a thing should not happen. 
26.Rewrite the sentence in the other voice. 
  Marconi invented the radio. 
27.Rewrite the sentence in the indirect Speech 
She exclaimed that the puppy was very beautiful. 
28.Rewrite the sentence using if clause. 
I am not a bird. I cannot fly.  
29.Read and write a sentence using any one of the 
degrees. 
1. China has 1.3 billion population. 
2. India has 1.17 billion population. 
3. U.S.A. has 31 million population. 
4. Demographers predict that India will have 1.65 
billion people in 2050. 
5. China is likely to have 1.42 billion people by 2050.      
 

PART – III  
30. Punctuate the following sentence: 5 
mr chari said to his driver drop me at my office and 

pick me up at 3pm 
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SECTION – III (PROSE:15MARKS) 
PART – I Answer any five of the following                                                                                                         
5x2=10 

31. Why is the model’s face his fortune? 
32. How is music different from astronomy 
33. What makes students give way to emotions easily? 
34. What is a Metropolis? 
35. How are children affected by these laws? 
36. Describe how ringing is done. 
37. What is the specialty of the Vimanam? 

PART – II 
 Answer in a paragraph (any one) 1x5=5 
 (a) Describe briefly how birds migrate. (OR) 
(b) Describe the sufferings of domestic workers. How do 
the labour laws affect them? 
(OR) 
(c) Bring out the architectural beauty of the 
Brihadeeswara temple . 
   SECTION – IV  

(POETRY : 20 MARKS) 
PART – I Quote from memory (any one) 1x5=5 
39. a) Five lines of the poem- ‘MANLINESS.’ 
From: “To serve your turn……… 
To: ……. distance run,” 
b) The First five lines of the poem “MIGRANT BIRD 
From: “No walls for me” ……… To: …. to block 
PART – II Read the poetic lines and answer 5x1=5 
40. Then what gems would we see? 
Perhaps a beautiful heart. 
What does the post mean by ‘a beautiful heart’? 
41. If you can meet with triumph and disaster. 
And treat those two impostors just the same. 
What are the two impostors? 
42. Each laid on other a staying hand. 
To listen ere we dared to look. 
Why did each lay a staying hand on the other? 
43. We fall upon our faces, trying to go. 
What is the condition of the children expressed 
through this line? 
44. The days of toil Hammer and chisel laid aside. 
What are the tools laid aside? 

PART – III 
Read the poem lines and answer 5 
(44) ‘With speed of wings I hasten past 
And close my eyes against the sun 
To dream my dreams and make them last.’ 
Pick out the rhyming words in these lines 
(45) Our knees tremble sorely in the stooping 
We fall upon our faces trying to go; 
And, underneath our heavy eyelids drooping, 
The reddest flower would look as pale as the snow 
Bring out the rhyme scheme employed in these 
lines. 
(46) ‘with sixty seconds worth of distance run 
Identify the words which make this sentence an 
example of the figure of speech called alliteration. 
(47) ‘Sharp edges merge 
Into smoothe well moulded curves. 
Identify the figure of speech in these lines. 
(48) “But once within the wood, we paused 
Like gnomes that hid us from the moon” 
Name the figures of speech used in the above line. 
 
 
 

 
PART – IV Answer in a paragraph (any one) 1x5=5 
50. (a) How does the bird’s life differ from the life of 
human beings? (OR)  
(b) Describe the experience of the children when they 
were ‘going for water’  
(OR)  
Attempt a description of the physical appearance of 
the shilpi as portrayed in the poem. 
 

SECTION –V  
(LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS: 20 MARKS) 
51. Read the passage and answer the questions:   5x2=10 

Schools all over India celebrate ‘Children’s Day on 
14th November every year. On this day, our great 
Prime Minister who had a great love for children was 
born. His ancestors came down from Kashmir to the 
rich plains below. Kaul had been his family name; this 
changed to Kaul – Nehru; and in later years Kaul was 
dropped and they became simply Nehrus. Jawaharlal 
Nehru was the only son of his prosperous parents. His 
two sisters were much younger to Jawaharlal Nehru. 
And so, he grew up and spent his early years as a lonely 
child with no companion of his own age. Private tutors 
were in charge of his education. Then he went to 
England and was educated at Trinity College, 
Cambridge. 
Questions: 
(a) Why is 14th November celebrated as Children’s 
Day? 
(b) Why did Jawaharlal Nehru spend his early years as 
a lonely child? 
(c) Where did Pt. Nehru’s forefathers come from? 
(d) How many brothers and sisters did Jawaharlal 
Nehru have? 
(e) Name the educational institution he attended in 
England? 
52. Identify and correct the errors 5x1=5 
a) He is the good batsman in our team. 
b) He is one of talkative boy in the class. 
c) Lekha is most clever than her sister. 
d) Apples are not sweet as mangoes. 
e)Very few girl in the class are attentive as Janet. 
53. Look at the picture and answer the questions 5 

 
a) What do you see in the picture?  
b) How many children are there?  
c) Do you think what they are doing is correct? Give a 
reason for your answer. 
 d) What would be the danger the children face in their 
future? 

 
Coming soon English SECOND PAPER 7-01-20
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SSLC - ENGLISH -I I - Model-1 
                    SSLC -JANUARY -2016 -  
Time:2½hours    Marks:100 
SECTION – I (Non – Detailed: 35 Marks) 
1. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate phrases: 5 

Celine __(1)__ water, when she stepped __(2)__. She 
was swept along under water. She swallowed __(3)__ 
dirty water. She could not breathe. She managed to 
__(4)__ for a while. She was suffering a lot. Though she 
thought she is going to die, she was __(5)__ to escape. 
At last she was saved. 
a) grasp a plastic pipe b). mouthfuls of 
c) fell in to the d) very determined e) low hedge 
 
2. Read and identify the character/speaker: 5x1=5 

a)“Ring Serge, Tell him I’m alive. He thinks I’m dead” 
b)“The real test was about to be the most fun part of 
my summer and one that I will never forget.” 
C)“How much scheming and cajoling to convince 
Mother! 
d)"I shall perform some magic tricks." 
e)“How else would your dad be able to study with me  
bashing away on the ivories? 
3. Match the following appropriately: 5 x 1 = 5 
Louise Martinez - offered to ring the fire brigade 
Rex Coker - escaped under the clothes line 
Hubert - was beaten black and blue 
The Painter - found his first model on the street 
Dad - studied late into the night 
4. Choose the correct answer: 5 x 1 = 5 
1. Who were reunited? 
a) Shelly and Sam b) Sam and Goldy 
c) Diane and Sam 
2. The villainous model the artist sought was __ 
a) difficult to find b) readily available 
c) located easily d) unwilling to pose for him 
3. ___ was wife of Serge. 
a) Catherine, b) Celine, c) Theresa, d) Leema 
4. The motor was mounted upon the ___ below the 
bike’s seat. 
a) floor, b) horse, c) main frame, d) hill 
5. Mum learnt to play piano ____ 
a) herself, b) from her father 
c) from her husband, d) from a special teacher 
5. Read the passage and answer the questions 5 x 1 = 5 

At the height of mum's happiness, however, I began to 
notice that Dad was moping around the house and 
looking increasingly sad and worried. it turned out that, 
since returning from the war, he'd been unable to find a 
job, At the time I was too young to understand why 
anyone would get sad and worried about that. because 1 
thought I would be as happy as a cat in a fish shop to have 
such a long holiday. Then, a few weeks later, I observed 
the same big horse pulling a cart down our street and it 
clip-clopped right up into our driveway. Soon two men 
began to load mum's piano onto the wagon while all the 
neighbours gathered around to watch. Mum stayed in the 
kitchen sobbing. She was a proud person and couldn't 
bear to see her beloved piano sitting on top of the wagon. 
Dad sat out in the backyard next to the chicken shed, 
looking sadder than I had ever seen him. 
Suddenly it all became clear to me , no Job, no 
money to pay back the loan, no piano 
i) Why was dad looking sad and worried? 

ii) Why couldn't the boy understand his dad's 
conditions? 
iii) What had arrived at his house a few weeks later? 
iv) Why had the neighbours gathered around 
in the driveway? 
v) What was mum and dad's reaction to the 
incident? 
6. Study the given mind map and fill the details: 5x1=5 

 
 
7. Answer in a paragraph (any one) 1 x 5 = 5 
(a) What lesson had kumar learnt from the birds (OR) 
(b) What happened on that day when shelly got back 
from school?  (OR) 
 (c) How did Hubert outwit the thieves? 
SECTION – II (Language Functions: 15 Marks) 
8. Make the notes and prepare a summary 5+5=10 
No study of English can be complete without a 
reference dictionary of idioms. A very useful and 
easily available reference material is The Collins 
Dictionary of English Idioms. This dictionary contains 
clearly explained meanings of over three thousand 
common English idioms. To make the meaning even 
clearer, and to show you how the idiom can be used, 
each idiom is provided with a suitable sample 
sentence. In this dictionary, the emphasis is on ‘true’ 
idioms. These are expressions whose meanings 
cannot be easily worked out from the words they 
contain. The dictionary also provides a great many 
variations in the way these idioms are used. The main 
emphasis, however is on providing an understanding 
of the meaning of the idioms, rather than attempting 
to be a completeguide to idiomatic usage.  
9. Complete the following dialogue: 5 x 1 = 5 
Gautham : May I come in Madam? 
(i) Teacher : ------------------------------ 
Gautham : My bus broke down. So I could 
not come to school on time. 
(ii) Teacher :--------------------,otherwise 
she will mark you absent. 
(iii) Gautham : -------------------------------- 
(iv) Teacher :------------------------------- 
(v) Gautham :---------------------------------- 
 
 
SECTION – III (Communicative Skills: 15 Marks) 
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10.  Write a dialogue between a teacher and a 
student regarding the student’s future plans 
with at least 10 utterances. 
11.Write a letter to the Municipal Commissioner of 
your town complaining about the insanitary 
condition of your street. 
12. Prepare an advertisement on the information 5 

(a) Mouth watering - delicious food - hygenic 
preparation - affordeble prices - makes you long for 
more – Crave and rave Vegetarain Restaurant, 
Coimbatore. (or) 
(b) Educational material - classes VI to X - Plenty of 
exercises – interesting games - puzzles – English, 
maths, Science - gain Knowledge – our books 
enlighten you – Contact Genius Kids publications- 
No.20, Nehru road, Chennai-34. 
SECTION – IV (Expansion of Ideas: 35 Marks) 
13. Expand the following headlines:5x1=5 
a) Mobile phones banned in schools. 
b) Scientist discovers new planet 
c) Foreign Secy. Meets CM to discuss rehab 
d) Jewels stolen from house in Mylapore. 
e) Dutch teens arrive for reunion with family. 
14. Study the Pie – Chart and answer : 5 x 1 = 5 

 
 
(i) Sharat’s locality has _______ 
a)lakes b) rivers c)wells d)all the above 
(ii) State whether the following statement is true: 
Lakes are more polluted than rivers, in Sharat’s 
locality 
(iii) ______ of lakes and rivers are used as dumping 
areas for chemical waste 
a) 15% b)20% c)25% d)30% 
(iv) In what way, lakes are highly polluted? 
a)bathing cattle b )allowing windswept rubbish 
c)washing clothes d)using public toilets 
(v) ______ of wells are allowing dry leaves and 
windswept rubbish to fall in 
a)10% b)15% c)20% d)25% 
15. Write a paragraph using the hints 5 

a). It is better to prevent something disastrous before 
it happens. - students - study daily lessons - work 
- regularly - avoid scoring less – family - save 
money - avoid getting into debts - take care of 
health - avoid diseases - save money _ rather 

than spending on medicines  OR 
 b)Tree - wealth of a nation - should not be cut down. 
Forests aid rain-fall - natural resources - students 
- aim in life - planting of trees - encourage - in 
schools, colleges, create awareness in public - 
regarding - saving trees - preventing - cutting 
down trees. 

16. Match the following products and slogans 5 x 
1= 5 
1. Apartment a) makes your skin glow 
2. Detergent b) leads you at night 
3. Suitcase c) stitch in time saves nine 
4. Sewing machine d) we give shape to your dream 
5. Flash light e) Wash and see the difference 
f) Makes your travel easy 
17. Observe the map.  
Guide the stranger to the railway station 5 

 
18. Read the poem and complete its paraphrase: 5 
What is Hope? 
Hope is the bright shining light which keeps darkness 
at bay 
Hope is the gentle cold breeze on a hot summer day 
Hope is to remain positive when going gets tough 
Hope is seeking more when others think you had 
enough 
Hope is dreaming of tomorrow 
Hope is simmering under sorrow 
Hope is the sparkle of tears in our eyes. 
Hope is a beautiful thing, beautiful things never die. 
Hope is ____(i)___ light. Hope is a ___(ii)___ 
on a hot day. Hope gives us a ___(iii)____ attitude 
when things go wrong. Hope lets us ____(iv)____ of 
a future and doesn’t allow us to be ___(iv)______ 
Hope keeps ____(v)____things alive/eternal 
19. (a) Translation: into tamil 
A co-passenger on the bus you travel in has 
slipped and sprained his ankle. He wishes to go 
to a hospital nearby. Someone gives him the 
instructions in Tamil. As he is new to Tamil 
Nadu, he does not understand the language.     OR 
(b) Look at the picture given below. Express your 
views on it in about five sentences.           5 
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SSLC - ENGLISH -I I - Model-2                      
SSLC -JANUARY -2016  
Time:2½hours    Marks:100 
SECTION – I (Non – Detailed: 35 Marks) 
1.Re-arrange jumbled sentences in correct sequence 5 
1. The poor Hubert limped his  way across to a mansion 
2.To is surprise he saw the doors already open. 
3. Three robbers attacked him and took his horse. 
4.He painfully staggered in side, only to hear the voice of the 
thieves there. 

5.Hubert once traveled on his horse through a lonely.  

2. Read and identify the character/speaker: 5x1=5 

i) His outstanding performance at college had gained 
him a wonderful career at an MNC. 
ii) I was only five years old at the time, so Dad made 
quite a fuss of me and an even bigger fuss of my 
mother. 
iii) One day while walking in an old part of the city he 
came upon some children playing in the street. 
iv) I went to my room and got out my First Aid kit. 
v) After a while, she was able to touch the bottom of 
the drain with her feet. 
3. Match the following appropriately: 5 x 1 = 5 
i) Dad - a) was waylaid 
ii) Goldy - b) home is where the heart is. 
iii) Hubert - c) council worker 
iv) migratory birds - d) looked sad and worried 
v) Serge - e) Shelly 
4. Choose the correct answer: 5 x 1 = 5 
i) Sam was ___ in colour. 
a)white, b)black c) brownish yellow d) dotted 
ii) Mural is a painting done on a . 
a) screen b) paper c) leather d) wall 
iii) Celine’s daughter Armandine was to celebrate her 
birthday in two weeks time. 
a) tenth b) fourteenth c) sixteenth d) twelfth 
iv) Utopia is an imaginary land of 
a) contentment b) sorrow c) congestion d) poverty 
v) Hubert’s helped him retrieve his horse. 
a) luck b) cleverness c) bravery d) cunningness 
5. Read the passage and answer the questions 5 x 1 = 5 
My brother saddled up on his beast of an invention, put his 
bike helmet on along with his leather gloves. He threw his 
leg over the contraption and held his thumb up for contact 
just like in those old war movies where the guy on the 
ground spins the propeller of the plane. I gave him the 
thumbs up also and he pushed off to get the bike up to speed 
before throwing the switch. ‘We have lifted off’, I yelled! My  
brother put his hand down and threw the switch. The beast 
came to life and the bike hurried off into the distance. I tried 
to keep up with him, but the bike was much too fast. 
Standing there out of breath with my hands on my knees, I 
could see my brother was having a little trouble turning the 
bike around. He turned it sharply around the corner and 
disappeared around the block. When he reappeared minutes 
later he was headed straight for me at a high rate of speed. 
Tired as I was I had to run for my life to keep ahead of the 
invention. Darting through the double gate of the backyard I 
managed to escape under the clothes line to the back fence. 
i). What do the words of ‘best of an invention’ refer to? 
(ii). In what way was the brother’s behaviour  
like that of the character in the movie ? 
(iii). Why was the boy out of breath?. 
(iv). What danger befell the boy watching the rider? 
(v).How did the boy escape from the danger? 
 
 
 
 

 
6. Study the given mind map and fill the details: 5x1=5 
 

 
7. Answer in a paragraph (any one) 1 x 5 = 5 
a) „Hubert‟s wisdom was beyond his age.‟ Justify 

this statement. (OR) 

b) Trace the changes brought about in Mum‟s life 
after Dad sold the piano. (OR) 

c) “Childhood games between siblings lead to 

strong bonds”. How does the story, ‟A Close 

Encounter‟ illustrate this statement? 
SECTION – II (Language Functions: 15 Marks) 
8. Make the notes and prepare a summary 5+5=10 
Yoga has been proved by science in preventing 

and treating a range of ailments. Yoga positions are 

called „asanas‟ which can make your body stronger 

,more flexible improve your balance, increase your 

energy and improve the feeling of well-being Yoga 

reduces the risk of low back pain. Temperature 

which in turn promotes muscular relaxation and 
reduces stress and thereby reduces the negative 

impact of cholesterol. A systematic yoga session 

comprising of „Pranayama‟. A few asanas and a set 

of the Surya namaskaram will help to optimize 

oxygen consumption, Carbon-di-oxide output and 

heart rate .It is necessary to consult a physician 

before starting yoga. 
9. Complete the following dialogue: 5 x 1 = 5 
Student :Good Morning , Sir. 
Principal:Good Morning What do you want? 
Student : (i)---------------------------------------- 
Principal: Is it? 
Student : (ii)------------------------------------------ 
Principal iii)---------------------------------------- 
Student : Yes Sir. Here it is. 
Principal : Good. Give it in the office . Come 
tomorrow and collect your conduct certificate and TC 
Student : (iv)----------------------------------------- 
Principal: Sorry, (v)---------------------------------- 
SECTION – III (Communicative Skills: 15 Marks) 
10.  Sarathy visits the doctor, complaining of a head 
ache and fever. Build conversation between the 
Doctor and Sarathy 
11. Complete the content of the letter: 5 
Ravi wants to write a letter to his friend describing 
about exciting cricket match in which his team won 

114, Perumal North   
street, 
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    Mylapore, Chennai. 
       Date: 

Dear Mahesh, 
………………………………………….. 

Yours friendly, 
Ravi 

TO: 
 
 
 

 
12. Prepare an advertisement on the information 5 

German Modular kitchen – change – life style – 
SOPHIA LIFESTYLE- 14, Road, Tuticorin. 
(OR) Julie Hospital – 24 hours – Cardiac care – 
Diabetic care –Stroke care –ambulance- Care at its 
best. 
SECTION – IV (Expansion of Ideas: 35 Marks) 
13. Expand the following headlines:5x1=5 
(i) India won the world cup. 
(ii) Congress wins in elections. 
(iii)Free shelter for Tsunami victims. 
(iv)Prime appeals for peace in the country. 
(v)Man held for cheating. 
14. Study the Pie – Chart and answer : 5 x 1 = 5 

 
(i) Which is the most favourite item of children? 
(ii) 8% of children prefer ----------------. 
(iii) Noodles is favourite for -------------- 
(iv) Which is the 2nd largest favourite item of 
children? 
(v) Which is your favourite given in the chart? 
15. Write a paragraph using the hints 5 
Delay is dangerous – postpone things –work gets 

accumulated – try to finish in a hurry – slipshod – 

quality gets affected – earn a bad name – don‟t give 

room to laziness – prompt action fetches good 

returns. ( OR ) 

Keep surroundings clean – learn this habit at a 

young age – good for society – don‟t litter the 

streets – roadside – with garbage, rubbish – advise 

friends – neighbours – clean society – clean habits 

– good health. 
 

 

 

 
16. Match the following products and slogans 5 x 1= 5 

(i)Washing Machine a)Bring home Switzerland 

(ii)Mixie b)Wash your dresses in a minute 

(iii) Dress Material c) Frost free .Ready to chill 

(iv) Refrigerator d) Makes you smart and elegant 

(v) Air conditioner e) Companion in the kitchen 
17. Observe the map.  5 
Write the direction in about three imperative 

sentences to guide your friend. 

 
18. Read the poem and complete its paraphrase: 5 
If you can’t ne a banyan on 
The top of the hill 
Be a scrub in the plain - but be 
The best little scrub by the side of the hill; 
Be a bush if you can’t be a tree. 
If you can’t be a bush be a bit of the grass, 
And some highway you will happier make; 
If you can‘t be a lotus then just be a bass- 
But the liveliest bass in the lake! 
The poet tells the readers not to _________ because of 
their positions in life. Though one can’t be a banyan 
tree on top of the hill, one can still be the best________. 
One can at least be a _________ if not a tree. If one can’t 
be a ________ one can be a grass or a lotus. If one can’t 
even be a lotus, then one can just be a bass, and be the 
________ bass in the lake. 
19. (a) Translation: 5 
A man at the railway station has lost his ticket. The 
ticket examiner gives him the following instruction. The man 
seeks your guidance as he knows neither Tamil nor Hindi. 
Translate the instruction into English to help him. 

Translate the instructions into English to help him. 
fhw;Wf;F Ntyp ,y;iy  

gwitf;F vy;iyapy;iy  

kdpjh cd; kdij kl;Lk; Vd; tpyq;fpl;L 

itj;jpUf;fpwha; 

 (b) Look at the picture given below. Express your 
views on it in about five sentences.           5 
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